Assorted MFK Fisher Items

Magazines


Video Cassette


Assorted Xerox Copies of Newspaper/Magazine articles, book excerpts


Collection of praise for M.F.K. Fisher from various book jackets, with list of Fisher’s published works on the other side.


**Pamphlets**


**Other Ephemera**

Advertisement for the personal library of M.F.K. Fisher, non-cookbook collection. Sold by Charles Seluzicki. Notes that collection was sold to Schlesinger Library at Vassar.


Assortment of 11 receipts detailing purchases of books in this collection.


Princeton University Library / Department of Rare Books and Special Collections / Magazines, a video cassette, assorted copies of newspaper/magazines articles and book excerpts, pamphlets and other ephemera related to M.F.K. Fisher dating from 1939 to 2004.